Data Sheet
XC 300

Access to the future. Enjoy the benefits of multifunctionality in a compact design. Comfortable, intuitive and easy to work with. Cleaning made simple thanks to Easy Clean.

Product description
The XC 300 fulfills all essential retail tasks: labeling, printing, transactions, weighing, advertising and advising. This allows it to be used individually and flexibly in the existing store concept. The multifunctional device is an ideal price labeler for pre-packed products. Combined with a cash register drawer it can be used at the same time as a high-performance checkout solution. In conjunction with an external load receptor it is a perfect weighing solution.
The open PC platform is high performance and future-proof. New functions or customer-specific requirements can be realized: quickly, easily and affordably.

Even the use of 3rd-party software presents no problem. The Easy Load printer stands out in terms of its easy paper change function. Daily cleaning of the XC 300 can be carried out quickly and easily. This is supported by the compact design, the Easy Clean housing surface and the frameless Easy Clean display.

Highlights
- Labeling, printing, transactions, weighing, advertising and advising, all in a compact design.
- Easy Clean for quick and easy cleaning
  - Surface: problem-free removal of stray labels
  - Displays: frameless for ease of cleaning
- Easy Load enables paper rolls to be changed in a matter of seconds
  - Combi-printer with receipt and linerless operation up to 80 mm paper roll widths
  - Optional label layout on pre-printed linerless paper
  - Wide-opening doors at side and front
- Label printer
  - PaperNearEnd function*: avoids label rolls running out in self-service operation
- High-end PC with outstanding Intel® Dual Core processor for optimum performance and perfect graphics with minimal power consumption
- High-end Bizerba software package*
  - RetailPowerScale scale software
  - RetailApps for additional functionality
  - RetailFramework
  - RetailIntegratorsKit (RIK) for 3rd-party software

*Options
- Separate load receptors up to 150 kg
- Additional COM interface in conjunction with interface for cash drawer
- Cash drawer
- RetailApps, e.g. PaperNearEnd: alert that paper is running out
- WLAN
- EC-Cash connection
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